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Force and Potential Energy

▶ Hints

▶ Take note of the
equation in the top-
right corner.

▶ Consider the slopes
at a,b,c,d.



Force and Potential Energy

▶ Solution:

▶ The answer is B:
▶ The slope is most 

positive here.

▶ This makes the force
the most negative.
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Net Work and Tension

▶ Hints:
▶ How does the potential

energy of the system
change.
▶ How does the tension 

contribute to it?

▶ How does tension apply
to both ends attached?



Net Work and Tension

▶ Solution:
▶ The answer is B.
▶ The tension applies 

equally to both ends.
▶ The result you would

find mathematically
is that the tension
works against the system
as much as it works for it.
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Center of Mass in Motion

▶ Hints
▶ What is the systems initial momentum?
▶ What are the ball’s individual

momentums?
▶ How do their momentums

change over time?



Center of Mass in Motion

▶ Solution:
▶ The answer is C.
▶ The center of mass initially rises

because the lower ball
has much more upward
momentum than the above
ball has downward momentum.

▶ The above ball accelerates 
down while the lower decelerates.

▶ This results in a falling center of 
mass before the upward moving
ball reaches its peak.
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Work Over Distance

▶ Hints:
▶ How are force, distance,

and work connected
for this type of motion?

▶ How does work done
correspond to 
▶ Momentum

▶ Kinetic energy



Work Over Distance

▶ Solution:
▶ The answer is B.
▶ In this case, Fd=W=KE
▶ Same F, same d, so same

kinetic energy.
▶ DON’T confuse force 

over distance with
force over time.

▶ At the same KE with 
different masses,
momentum must differ.
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Center of Mass in Collision

▶ Hints:

▶ How does momentum
change with direction
of motion?

▶ How does momentum
change when they
aren’t in contact?



Center of Mass in Collision

▶ Solution:
▶ The answer is D (A+B).
▶ As the bullet approaches

there is no acceleration
horizontally (on either).

▶ The collision is stated to 
not change block position
appreciably.

▶ The back and forth
motion is a clear change
of momentum.
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Hint
• What’s the total momentum 

at the top?
• Use momentum 

conservation!
• Consider both horizontal 

and vertical directions
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Hint
• How does impulse affect 

momentum?
• The whole process can be 

treated as two parts: 
(1) passing through block 1 
(2) passing through block 2

• In (1), both blocks get 
affected.

• In (2), only block 2 gets 
affected.
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The answers are all A 





The answer was c





The answers are C, B, B


